Create a railway reservation form using html

Create a html form page for railway registration form.
Company Name(s): Indian Railways ........................ RAILWAY CM257 RESERVATION/CANCELLATION REQUISITION FORM If you are a Medical Practitioner Please tick ( ) in Box Dr. (You could be of help in an emergency) Train No & Name ___________________ Date of journey______________________ Class ____________________________ No of
Berth/Seat_______ Station from _______________________ To __________________ Boarding at ______________________ Reservation upto _____________________ S.No. Name in Block letter(not more than 15 chars) Sex(M/F) AgeConcession/TravelAuthority No. Choice if any 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. Lower/Upper berth Veg./Nonveg. Meal for Rajdhani/ Shatabdi Express Only
CHILDREN BELOW 5 YEARS (FOR WHOM TICKET IS NOT TO BE ISSUED) S.No. Name in Block Letters Sex Age ONWARD/RETURN JOURNEY DETAILS Train No. & Name________________________ Date ________________________ Class ________ Station from:___________________ To________________________ Name of applicant
_______________________________________________________ Full Address ___________________________________________________________ ______________________________________________________________________ ____________________________________________________________________ Signature of the Applicant/Representative Telephone No., if any _______________________
Date __________Time __________ FOR OFFICE USE ONLY S.No. of Requistion_______________________ PNR No._______________________ Berth/Seat No._______________ Amount collected _____________________________ _________________________ Signature of Reservation Clerk Note : 1.Maximum permissible passengers is 6 per requisition. 2. One person can give
one requisition form at a time. 3. Please check your ticket and balance amount before leaving the window. 4. Forms not properly filled or in illegible forms shall not be entertained. 5. Choice is subject to availability Following are some different types of Forms: Code 1: The following code describes how to create a simple registration Page. Registration
Page
Firstname � � �
Middlename: �
Lastname: � � �
Course : Course BCA BBA B.Tech MBA MCA M.Tech
Gender :
Male
Female
Other
Phone :
Address
Email:
Password:
Re-type password:
Test it Now Output: Code 2: The following code describes how to create a responsive registration form with the use of CSS. body{ font-family: Calibri, Helvetica, sans-serif; background-color: pink; } .container { padding: 50px; background-color: lightblue; } input[type=text], input[type=password], textarea { width: 100%; padding: 15px; margin: 5px
0 22px 0; display: inline-block; border: none; background: #f1f1f1; } input[type=text]:focus, input[type=password]:focus { background-color: orange; outline: none; } div { padding: 10px 0; } hr { border: 1px solid #f1f1f1; margin-bottom: 25px; } .registerbtn { background-color: #4CAF50; color: white; padding: 16px 20px; margin: 8px 0; border:
none; cursor: pointer; width: 100%; opacity: 0.9; } .registerbtn:hover { opacity: 1; }
Student Registeration Form
Firstname Middlename: Lastname: Course : Course BCA BBA B.Tech MBA MCA M.Tech Gender :
Male Female Other Phone : Current Address : Email Password Re-type Password Register Test it Now Output: Next TopicHTML Required Attribute For Videos Join Our Youtube Channel: Join Now Send your Feedback to [email protected] Learn how to create a register form with CSS. Try it Yourself » Step 1) Add HTML: Use a element to process the
input. You can learn more about this in our PHP tutorial. Then add inputs (with a matching label) for each field:
Register Please fill in this form to create an account.
Email
Password
Repeat Password
By creating an account you agree to our Terms & Privacy. Register
Already have an account? Sign in. Step 2) Add CSS:
* {box-sizing: border-box}/* Add padding to containers */.container { padding: 16px;}/* Full-width input fields */input[type=text], input[type=password] { width: 100%; padding: 15px; margin: 5px 0 22px 0; display: inline-block; border: none; background: #f1f1f1;} input[type=text]:focus, input[type=password]:focus { background-color: #ddd;
outline: none;}/* Overwrite default styles of hr */hr { border: 1px solid #f1f1f1; margin-bottom: 25px;}/* Set a style for the submit/register button */.registerbtn { background-color: #04AA6D; color: white; padding: 16px 20px; margin: 8px 0; border: none; cursor: pointer; width: 100%; opacity: 0.9;}.registerbtn:hover { opacity:1;}/* Add a blue
text color to links */a { color: dodgerblue;}/* Set a grey background color and center the text of the "sign in" section */.signin { background-color: #f1f1f1; text-align: center;} Try it Yourself » Tip: Go to our HTML Form Tutorial to learn more about HTML Forms. Tip: Go to our CSS Form Tutorial to learn more about how to style form elements. This
article needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed.Find sources: "Airline reservations system" – news · newspapers · books · scholar · JSTOR (February 2015) (Learn how and when to remove this template message) Airline
reservation systems (ARS) are systems that allow an airline to sell their inventory (seats). It contains information on schedules and fares and contains a database of reservations (or passenger name records) and of tickets issued (if applicable). ARSs are part of passenger service systems (PSS), which are applications supporting the direct contact with
the passenger. ARS eventually evolved into the computer reservations system (CRS). A computer reservation system is used for the reservations of a particular airline and interfaces with a global distribution system (GDS) which supports travel agencies and other distribution channels in making reservations for most major airlines in a single system.
Overview Airline reservation systems incorporate airline schedules, fare tariffs, passenger reservations and ticket records. An airline's direct distribution works within their own reservation system, as well as pushing out information to the GDS. The second type of direct distribution channel are consumers who use the internet or mobile applications
to make their own reservations. Travel agencies and other indirect distribution channels access the same GDS as those accessed by the airline reservation systems, and all messaging is transmitted by a standardized messaging system that functions on two types of messaging that transmit on SITA's high level network (HLN). These messaging types
are called Type A [usually EDIFACT format] for real time interactive communication and Type B [TTY] for informational and booking type of messages. Message construction standards set by IATA and ICAO, are global, and apply to more than air transportation. Since airline reservation systems are business critical applications, and they are
functionally quite complex, the operation of an in-house airline reservation system is relatively expensive. Prior to deregulation, airlines owned their own reservation systems with travel agents subscribing to them. Today, the GDS are run by independent companies with airlines and travel agencies being major subscribers. As of February 2009, there
are only four major GDS providers in the market: Amadeus, Travelport (which operates the Apollo, Worldspan and Galileo systems), Sabre and Shares. There is one major Regional GDS, Abacus, serving the Asian market and a number of regional players serving single countries, including Travelsky (China), Infini and Axess (both Japan) and Topas
(South Korea). Of these, Infini is hosted within the Sabre complex, Axess is in the process of moving into a partition within the Worldspan complex, and Topas agencies will be migrating into Amadeus. Reservation systems may host "ticket-less" airlines and "hybrid" airlines that use e-ticketing in addition to ticket-less to accommodate code-shares and
interlines. In addition to these "standardized" GDS, some airlines have proprietary versions which they use to run their flight operations. A few examples are Delta's OSS and Deltamatic systems and EDS SHARES. SITA Reservations remains the largest neutral multi-host airline reservations system, with over 100 airlines currently managing inventory.
Inventory management In the airline industry, available seats are commonly referred to as inventory. The inventory of an airline is generally classified into service classes (e.g. economy, premium economy, business or first class) and any number of fare classes, to which different prices and booking conditions may apply. Fare classes are complicated
and vary from airline to airline, often indicated by a one letter code. The meaning of these codes are not often known by the passenger, but conveys information to airline staff, for example they may indicate that a ticket was fully paid, or discounted or purchased through a loyalty scheme, etc. Some seats may not be available for open sale, but
reserved for example for connecting flight or loyalty scheme passengers. Overbooking is also a common practice, and is an exception to inventory management principles. One of the core functions of inventory management is inventory control. Inventory control monitors how many seats are available in the different fare classes, and by opening and
closing individual fare classes for sale. A flight schedule management system forms the foundation of the inventory management system. Besides other functions, it is critical for ticket sales, crew member assignments, aircraft maintenance, airport coordination, and connections to partner airlines. The schedule system monitors what and when aircraft
will be available on particular routes, and their internal configuration. Inventory data is imported and maintained from the schedule distribution system. Changes to aircraft availability would immediately impact the available seats of the fleet, as well as the seats which had been sold. The price for each sold seat is determined by a combination of the
fares and booking conditions stored in the Fare Quote System,. In most cases, inventory control has a real time interface to an airline’s yield management system to support a permanent optimization of the offered booking classes in response to changes in demand or pricing strategies of competitors. Availability display and reservation (PNR) Users
access an airline’s inventory through an availability display. It contains all offered flights for a particular city-pair with their available seats in the different booking classes. This display contains flights which are operated by the airline itself as well as code share flights which are operated in co-operation with another airline. If the city pair is not one
on which the airline offers service, it may display a connection using its own flights or display the flights of other airlines. The availability of seats of other airlines is updated through standard industry interfaces. Depending on the type of co-operation, it supports access to the last seat (last seat availability) in real-time. Reservations for individual
passengers or groups are stored in a so-called passenger name record (PNR). Among other data, the PNR contains personal information such as name, contact information or special services requests (SSRs) e.g. for a vegetarian meal, as well as the flights (segments) and issued tickets. Some reservation systems also allow to store customer data in
profiles to avoid data re-entry each time a new reservation is made for a known passenger. In addition, most systems have interfaces to CRM systems or customer loyalty applications (aka frequent traveler systems). Before a flight departs, the so-called passenger name list (PNL) is handed over to the departure control system that is used to check-in
passengers and baggage. Reservation data such as the number of booked passengers and special service requests is also transferred to flight operations systems, crew management and catering systems. Once a flight has departed, the reservation system is updated with a list of the checked-in passengers (e.g. passengers who had a reservation but
did not check in (no shows) and passengers who checked in, but did not have a reservation (go shows)). Finally, data needed for revenue accounting and reporting is handed over to administrative systems. Fare quote and ticketing List of fares for travel on Delta Air Lines from San Francisco, CA to Boston, MA. Applicable booking classes, as well as
specific restrictions such as minimum stay and advance purchase can be seen. The Fares data store contains fare tariffs, rule sets, routing maps, class of service tables, and some tax information that construct the price – "the fare". Rules like booking conditions (e.g. minimum stay, advance purchase, etc.) are tailored differently between different city
pairs or zones, and assigned a class of service corresponding to its appropriate inventory bucket. Inventory control can also be manipulated manually through the availability feeds, dynamically controlling how many seats are offered for a particular price by opening and closing particular classes. The compiled set of fare conditions is called a fare
basis code. There are two systems set up for the interchange of fares data — ATPCO and SITA, plus some system to system direct connects. This system distributes the fare tariffs and rule sets to all GDSs and other subscribers. Every airline employs staff who code air fare rules in accordance with yield management intent. There are also revenue
managers who watch fares as they are filed into the public tariffs and make competitive recommendations. Inventory control is typically manipulated from here, using availability feeds to open and close classes of service. The role of the ticketing complex is to issue and store electronic ticket records and the very small number of paper tickets that are
still issued. Miscellaneous charges order (MCO) is still a paper document; IATA has working groups defining the replacement document the electronic multipurpose document (EMD) as at 2010. The electronic ticket information is stored in a database containing the data that historically was printed on a paper ticket including items such as the ticket
number, the fare and tax components of the ticket price or exchange rate information. In the past, airlines issued paper tickets; since 2008, IATA has been supporting a resolution to move to 100% electronic ticketing. So far, the industry has not been able to comply due to various technological and international limitations. The industry is at 98%
electronic ticket issuance today, although electronic processing for MCOs was not available in time for the IATA mandate. Notable systems Name Description Vendor ACCELaero PSS, reservations, DCS, inventory and e-commerce platform. Information Systems Associates FZE AirCore Passenger services system (PSS) of modular, open-platform, web
applications that replace core legacy systems.[1] Unisys Altéa Res Integrated airline reservation system and global distribution system (GDS). Amadeus IT Group Crane PAX Web-based airline reservations and ticketing system. Hitit Computer Services iFlyRes Cloud-based next-generation airline passenger service system.[2][3][4][5] IBS Software
Navitaire New Skies Integrated Customer Centric Passenger Service System Integrated reservations, departure control, inventory system and e-commerce platform. Navitaire Radixx International Hybrid travel distribution and PSS. SabreSonic Customer Sales & Service Integrated reservations, departure control, inventory system and e-commerce
platform. Sabre Airline Solutions SITA Horizon Customer Sales & Service Integrated reservations, departure control, inventory system and e-commerce platform. SITA Takeflite Solutions Cloud-based airline passenger service system with crew management, load planning, inventory control, pricing engine, cargo. Options for direct API connections to
OTAs and meta-search travel sites, and distribution to two major global GDS solutions with 'legacy' IATA ETKT solutions. Separate solutions for NGOs for refugee charter operations, and humanitarian cargo shipments. Takeflite Travel Technology Interactive Solutions Integrated airline management system and global distribution system (GDS). Travel
Technology Interactive Videcom Reservations System (VRS) GDS, IET, Codeshare. Videcom international History Agent set of the Magnetronic Reservisor system Until the 1950s, airline reservations used manual systems at centralized reservation centers, which consisted of groups of people in a room with physical cards that represented inventory, in
this case, seats on airplanes. In the late 1950s, American Airlines wanted a system that would allow real-time access to flight details in all of its offices, and the integration and automation of its booking and ticketing processes. It introduced an electronic reservations system, Magnetronic Reservisor, in 1952.[6] In 1964, it developed the Sabre (SemiAutomated Business Research Environment).[7] Sabre's breakthrough was its ability to keep inventory correct in real time, accessible to agents around the world. The deregulation of the airline industry, in the Airline Deregulation Act, meant that airlines, which had previously operated under government-set fares ensuring airlines at least broke even,
now needed to improve efficiency to compete in a free market. In this deregulated environment, the ARS and its descendants became vital to the travel industry. See also aviation portal USAS (application) List of global distribution systems Further reading Winston, Clifford, "The Evolution of the Airline Industry", Brookings Institution Press, 1995.
ISBN 0-8157-5843-X. Cf. p. 61–62, Computer Reservation Systems. Wardell, David J, "Airline Reservation Systems", 1991. Research paper. References Airline reservation system: All you need to know ^ "Unisys Launches Suite of AirCore® Passenger Service Solutions". ^ "Passenger Reservations". IBS Software. Retrieved 2021-07-30. ^ GmbH,
finanzen net. "IBS Software Inks Multi-Year Contract With Jin Air". markets.businessinsider.com. Retrieved 2021-07-30. ^ "StackPath". www.aviationpros.com. Retrieved 2021-07-30. ^ "Italian start-up EGO Airways deploys IBS Software product". @businessline. Retrieved 2021-07-30. ^ "Magnetronic Reservisor". American Airlines C.R. Smith
Museum. Archived from the original on 11 August 2014. Retrieved 3 August 2014. The Magnetronic Reservisor, introduced in 1952, was the first electronic reservations system in the airline industry ^ "Sabre The First Online Reservation System". IBM. Retrieved 16 April 2020. Retrieved from "
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